Firstly by improving inverse P-sets, inverse P-data model is proposed, it consists of internal and external inverse P-data models, and demonstrates dynamic characteristics; then the expansion-contraction generations of attribute disjunctive normal form for inverse P-data model are shown, and inverse P-data reasoning is proposed; finally intelligent data separation-discovery is given, and verified by an application.
INTRODUCTION
Inverse P-sets and its theoretical models are put forward in Ref. [1, 2] , it has been applied in the research of dealing dynamic data or information [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] . Inverse P-set is a set pair consisting of the internal inverse P-set F X and the external inverse P-set F X , namely ( , ) F F X X , and it has dynamic characteristics as shown in Ref. [1, 2] . The dynamic characteristics of inverse P-sets are the same as the dynamic characteristics of the processes that data unit i y outside y invades into y , or the redundancy data unit i y inside data y is deleted form y . Data unit i y  y invades into _________________________ y can be found in the experiment of resisting interfere to keeping the system output stabile when system is interfered by unknown data. Data unit i y  y is deleted from y can be found in the experiment of obtaining selective preference data from data y , if a data unit hasn't selected, it will be deleted form y. By improve inverse P-set to research inverse P-data is the main topic of this paper. For convenience of discussion, the main results of inverse P-sets are given in section 2 [1, 2, 6] .
INVERSE P-SETS THEORY [1, 2]
Given finite ordinary element set F X is called the internal inverse P-set generated by X, moreover,
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The set pair ( , ) F F X X is called the inverse P-set generated by X, It is obtained from formula (1) that 1
, then the corresponding internal inverse P-sets satisfying
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It is obtained from formula (2) that
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Inverse P-set family is obtained from Eq. (3) and Eq.(4) as follow
Eq. (5) is the inverse P-set family generated by X.
For i x X   , the attribute i  of i x satisfies attribute disjunctive normal form, namely
, and its attribute set
, its attribute j  satisfies attribute disjunctive normal form expansion,
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Definition 2.
F y is called internal inverse P-data generated by internal inverse P-
, where
is its attribute set, moreover
F y is called external inverse P-data generated by external inverse P-
is its attribute set, moreover 
Theorem 3.The sufficient and necessary condition for the internal inverse P-data F y generated by y is that the attribute ,
It is called the internal inverse P-data reasoning generated by internal inverse Pdata. 
it is called the external inverse P-data reasoning generated by external inverse Pdata,
is the consequent. 
It is called the inverse P-data reasoning generated by inverse P-data, 
Conclusion 1.Given attribute sets

Conclusion 2.Given attribute sets
, is intelligent separated or discovered by inverse P-data reasoning, moreover
  . These conclusions have been applied in data intelligent separation-discovery. Inverse P-data reasoning is obtained by improving inverse P-reasoning [3, 5] .
The Applications of External Inverse P-data Model and Data Intelligent Separation-Discovery
Assumption: For the sake of simplicity, only the application of external inverse P-data models in data intelligent separation-discovery are given. The following example comes from the intelligent classification-screening recognition for students.
Longyan University is a comprehensive university possessing science and engineering etc., it is located in the west of Fujian province of China, consisting of 12 schools, and about 11780 students. Every autumn, about 3000 new students enter into. Every new students must reach the fractional admission score line 0  , 0  =450 for example. Suppose set Table   1, people only know 1 (17) Due to the external inverse P-reasoning [5] ,and by using the attribute set  in Eq. (16), the attribute set Where external inverse P-data 1 2 { , } {384,405}. 
CONCLUSIONS
Inverse P-sets is the dual form of P-sets [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] , they are dynamic models with different characteristics. Inverse P-sets and P-sets offered new theories and methods for the research of dynamic information recognition-discovery and dynamic information mining-separation. Inverse P-sets has dynamic characteristics, but it doesn't have law or function characteristics. By introducing dynamic characteristics into finite ordinary function set S and improved it, Function inverse P-sets is proposed [18] ; Function inverse P-sets has dynamic characteristics and law or function characteristics; it has been applied in the research of dynamic information law. Function inverse P-sets is the dual form of function P-sets [19, 20] . The attribute of function in function inverse P-set satisfies attribute disjunctive normal form. The attribute set of function in function P-set satisfies attribute conjunctive normal form. Function inverse P-set and function P-set are two kinds of dynamic information law models with different characteristics. This paper givens new researches on inverse P-set as follows: by improving inverse P-set, inverse P-data models and inverse P-data reasoning are proposed, applications of data intelligent separation-discovery are given. Inverse P-data models are new methods in research of dynamic data recognition or extracting.
